Optical conductivity spectra are studied for the Falicov-Kimball model with correlated hopping on the Bethe lattice. An expression for the current-current correlation function is derived using dynamical mean field theory. In the metallic phase with small correlated hopping values, the shape of Drude peak deviates from the Debye relaxation peak, and an additional wide peak is observed on the optical conductivity spectra and on Nyquist plot when Fermi level is in the vicinity of the two particle resonance. At larger values of the correlated hopping parameter, the density of states contains three bands and the corresponding optical spectra and Nyquist plots display a more complicated shape with additional peaks. For strong local correlations, the correlated hopping reduces the width of the upper Hubbard band resulting in a decrease of the Drude peak spectral weight for the doped Mott insulator.
Introduction
Electron correlations attract a great interest in connection with various phenomena in different materials, from the one-and two-dimensional organic conductors, through three-dimensional solids, up to the optical lattices. As it was noticed by Hubbard in his seminal article [1] , the second quantized representation of the inter-electron Coulomb interaction should also take into account, besides the local term U i n i↑ n i↓ , the nonlocal contributions including the inter-site Coulomb interaction i j V i jninj and the so-called correlated hopping i jσ t (2) i j (n iσ +n jσ )c † iσ c jσ , (1.1) which reflects the fact that the value of inter-site hopping depends on the occupation of these states. Correlated hopping can arise either due to a direct inter-site interaction or due to an indirect effective interaction [2, 3] . Local Coulomb interaction has been widely investigated in the theory of strongly correlated electron systems, whereas the correlated hopping attracted much less attention. It was mainly considered while elaborating new mechanisms for high temperature superconductivity [4, 5] , and while describing organic compounds [6] and molecular crystals [7] , electron-hole asymmetry [8] and enhancement of magnetic properties [9] . Quite recently, the correlated hopping turned out to be an important puzzle in understanding the behaviour of quantum dots [10] [11] [12] and fermionic [13, 14] and bosonic [15] [16] [17] atoms on optical lattices.
Here, we study the effects of correlated hopping using the Falicov-Kimball model [18] , the simplest model of strongly correlated electrons, which considers the local interaction between the itinerant d electrons and localized f electrons. It is a binary alloy type model and its ground state phase diagram for the one-dimensional (D = 1) and two-dimensional (D = 2) cases displays a variety of modulated
The single particle Green's function
The Green's function for the projected d-electrons is defined by the matrix G i j = [G αβ i j ], where α, β = ±. On the imaginary time-axis, we have 5) where T is the imaginary-time ordering operator, ⊗ denotes the direct (Cartesian) product of two vectors, and the angular bracket denotes the quantum statistical averaging with respect to H. Within the strong coupling approach, when H t is treated as perturbation, the Dyson-type equation can be written in the matrix form as follows: 6) where Ξ i j (ω) is the irreducible cumulant [30] which cannot be split into two disconnected parts by removing a single hopping line. In the Z → ∞ limit, the irreducible cumulant is local [30] 
and can be computed using the dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) [24, 26] .
Introducing the unperturbed DOS of the Bethe lattice,
we write the DMFT equation in the matrix form as [28] 9) where Λ(ω) = [λ αβ (ω)] is the dynamical mean field (λ-matrix), G imp (ω) is the Green's function for the auxiliary impurity problem, and
is the lattice Green's function matrix with the components
Here, we have introduced quantities
and
For the 2 × 2 matrices, the scalars C and D are given by
15)
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For the Bethe lattice, we can write the DMFT equation (2.9) as [28] 16) where the Green's function of the impurity problem with correlated hopping for the Falicov-Kimball model is given by an exact expression
Here w 1 = P + = n f , w 0 = P − = 1 − n f , and
are the impurity Green's functions of a conduction electron in the presence of a f -state which is either permanently empty or occupied (i.e., locators in the CPA theory [31] ). Expressions (2.18) enable us to write a system of equations 19) which, in general, provide the 4th order polynomial equations for g 0 (ω) or g 1 (ω). In general, the quartic polynomial equation with real coefficients has either four real roots, or two real and two mutually conjugated complex roots, or two pairs of mutually conjugated complex roots. The physical solution is the one with negative imaginary parts of the retarded Green's functions g 0 (ω) and g 1 (ω) and it can be shown that there is always just a single set of physical solutions. For the frequencies ω having only real roots, the solution is obtained by using the spectral relation 20) which yields the correct retarded Green's functions and renormalized single-particle density of states
In numerical calculations, we use W = 2, which defines our energy scale. For a given value of the d-electron concentration, n d = n d , the chemical potential µ d is obtained by solving the equation
where f (ω) = 1/(e ω/T + 1) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.
Optical conductivity in the presence of correlated hopping
Now, we develop the formalism for optical conductivity for the systems with correlated hopping. The linear response optical conductivity is determined (via the Kubo-Greenwood formula [32, 33] ) by the imaginary part of the analytic continuation of the current-current correlation function to the real axis
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where the current-current correlation function is defined by
An expression for the current operator for the Falicov-Kimball model with correlated hopping was derived in [34] for the infinite dimensional hypercubic lattice.
In infinite dimensions, due to the odd parity of the current vertex, the vertex corrections to the currentcurrent correlation function vanish [35, 36] and the corresponding DMFT expression, generalized to the case of correlated hopping, contains only a bare bubble term
where Φ xx ( ) is the so-called lattice-specific transport DOS [37] . For a D = ∞ hypercubic lattice with Gaussian DOS, we have Φ xx ( ) = W 2 /2D, whereas, for the Z = ∞ Bethe lattice with semielliptic DOS, the f -sum rule for optical conductivity, which in the case of the nearest neighbour hopping reads [38] 
with H t defined in the case of correlated hopping by equation (2.2), yields [39, 40] 
The integral over in equation (3. 3) can be evaluated now and we find that the final result depends on the value of det t. For det t = 0, we get 6) where
For the semielliptic DOS, we have 8) where the Hilbert transform of unperturbed DOS reads
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For det t 0, we get for the imaginary part of current-current correlation function
whereas for the real part we have
where E 1 and E 2 are the roots of denominator in equation (2.11), C(ω) − D(ω) + 2 det t = 0, given by 13) and ∆( ), ∆ ( ) reads
The dc conductivity
on the one hand, can be derived from the above expressions and, on the other hand, it can be expressed in terms of the transport function I(ω). Expression for the transport function I(ω) and discussion of its anomalous properties are given in [29] .
Results and discussion
First of all, we would like to recall the main features of the current-current correlation function χ(Ω) and optical conductivity σ(Ω) for the systems without correlated hopping (t 2 = t 3 = 0). In figure 1 , the density of states and transport function are presented for the metallic phase (U = 0.25), critical Mott insulator (U = 2), and strong Mott insulator (U = 3) for different doping levels.
In the metallic phase, the DOS is smooth at the Fermi level [figure 1(a)] and both the current-current correlation function χ(Ω) and optical conductivity σ(Ω) display Drude peak at low frequencies, see figure 2. The shape of Drude peak is described by the Debye relaxation equation
which is manifested by the semicircle on the Nyquist (Cole-Cole) plot for current-current correlation function. At large frequencies, there are deviations from the Debye relaxation and the semicircle in Nyquist plot is distorted in the vicinity of zero point. For the critical Mott insulator (U = 2.0) both DOS and transport functions possess a zero-width gap (pseudogap), see figure 1(b). At half filling with n d = 0.5, the chemical potential is placed in the pseudogap, the dc conductivity is strongly reduced, and both the current-current correlation function χ(Ω) and optical conductivity σ(Ω) do not display any Drude peak, whereas the charge-transfer peak at Ω ∼ U is observed, see figure 3 . On doping n d 0.5, the dc conductivity increases accompanied by the appearance of the Drude peak at low frequencies manifested as a semicircle segment on a Nyquist plot. Nevertheless, at high frequencies, the charge-transfer peak suppresses the Drude peak at a low doping level and gives a minor contribution at high doping levels. For the symmetric case n f = 0.5, the plots for the hole n d < 1 − n f and electron n d > 1 − n f doping are the same. For a larger interaction value U = 3, deep in the Mott insulator phase, a large gap is observed on the DOS and transport function [ figure 1(c) ] which governs the properties of the system. At half filling n d = n f = 0.5 (figure 4), both the current-current correlation function χ(Ω) and the optical conductivity σ(Ω) contain only a charge-transfer peak which is represented by a circle on the Nyquist plot. The dc conductivity is completely suppressed and is of a thermal activation character. On doping, the dc conductivity is enhanced by the Drude peak which again manifests itself by a semicircle segment on the Nyquist plot. Nevertheless, the charge-transfer peak dominates the optical conductivity spectra. Herein below, we shall consider the case of correlated hopping which is characterized by the asymmetric DOS, and it could be of interest to look at the asymmetric case for the ordinary Falicov-Kimball model without correlated hopping [ figure 1(d) ]. In figure 5 , we present the DOS and transport function for the case of n f = 0.75. Now, the Mott insulating case is observed at n d = 1 − n f = 0.25 where the current-current correlation function χ(Ω) as well as the optical conductivity σ(Ω) contain only a chargetransfer peak represented by a distorted circle on the Nyquist plot. Now, due to the asymmetry of DOS, the hole and electron doping displays different behaviour. For the hole doping (n d < 1 − n f ), when the chemical potential is placed in the lower Hubbard band, the weak Drude peak reappears but the spectrum is dominated by the charge-transfer peak. On the other hand, for the electron doping (n d > 1 − n f ), the Drude peak arises very fast and becomes the major feature of the spectra. Now, let us consider the main features of the DOS and transport function in the presence of correlated hopping. In our previous article [29] , the following cases were distinguished. For small values of correlated hopping t 2 (t 3 = 0), the DOS becomes asymmetric and is slightly distorted in comparison with the one for the system without correlated hopping. On the other hand, the transport function I(ω), which determines the dc conductivity, is strongly enhanced by the resonant peak at ω = ω res [ figure 6(a,b) ], where
A further increase of t 2 < 0 makes the bands narrow and lead to the opening of the gap in the spectrum for t 2 ≈ −0.5 (t ++ ≈ 0) even for small values of U [ figure 6(c,d) ]. For n f = 0.5, there are two bands with equal spectral weights of 0.5, whereas for n f > 0.5, there are either two bands with spectral weights 1 − n f and n f for the lower and upper Hubbard bands, respectively, or three bands, two of which have equal spectral weights 1 − n f for the lower and upper Hubbard bands, while the third one with a spectral weight 2n f − 1 originates from the clusters of the sites occupied by f -particles with a reduced hopping amplitude t ++ ≈ 0. The resonant peak in now placed in the band of localized states. For a large interaction constant U = 2, the band of localized states is observed only in a very narrow vicinity of the t 2 = −0.5 value, and the DOS and transport functions contain two bands separated by a large gap.
For small values of correlated hopping, the shape of the current-current correlation function χ(Ω) and optical conductivity σ(Ω) (figure 7), at first glance, look the same as for the case without correlated hopping (figure 2). For small doping levels, when chemical potential is far from the resonant peak, the Nyquist plots are almost semicircular and the most notable effect is a strong increase of the optical conductivity for low frequencies due to the resonant enhancement of a transport function. On the other hand, for a large doping level, when chemical potential is placed within the resonant peak, we observe a fast deviation of the Nyquist plots from semicircular shape at low frequencies, and the Debye relaxation equation (4.1) appears to be correct only for very small frequencies. Less noticeable is a growing up of the current-current correlation function at frequencies around Ω ∼ 1, where an extended structure is observed. It is more observable as a bulge on the Nyquist plot in its left-hand part (see inserts in figures 7 and 8).
For the larger values of correlated hopping t 2 = −0.45 and −0.48, when the gaps on DOS start to develop [see figure 6(c,d) ], the shape of the current-current correlation function χ(Ω) and optical conductivity σ(Ω) becomes very complicated (figures 9 and 10). One can distinguish two, three or four peaks depending on the temperature and placement of chemical potential (the peaks are wide and overlap which makes it difficult to recognize them). For n d < 1 − n f , when chemical potential is placed in the lower Hubbard band, there are at least four peaks. For a small gap insulator n d = 1 − n f , when the by the charge-transfer peak. On the other hand, in contrast to the asymmetric Mott insulator (figure 5), the Drude peak, which is now connected with an intraband transitions in a narrow upper Hubbard band, is also narrow and is separated from the charge-transfer peak by a gap. For a small doping level n d < 1 − n f , when the chemical potential is placed in a wide lower Hubbard band, the Drude peak is much wider and overlaps with the charge-transfer peak, and the total shape of the spectra is more similar to the case of a doped asymmetric Mott insulator. Nevertheless, in both cases, the low frequency behaviour of the current-current correlation function is well approximated by the Debye relaxation equation (4.1), which makes it possible to estimate the total spectral weight of the Drude peak on the optical conductivity
as a diameter of semicircular segments on the Nyquist plots factor π/2. For low doping levels, the semicircles as well as the total spectral weight of the Drude peak are large (solid lines in figures 11 and 12), whereas for large doping levels, the semicircles are small (dashed lines, see inserts) and the total spectral weight of the Drude peak is strongly reduced.
Conclusions
In this article we studied an influence of correlated hopping on the optical spectra for the FalicovKimball model on a Bethe lattice with a semielliptic DOS.
Using the dynamical mean field theory, we derived expressions for the current-current correlation function and computed an optical conductivity. Besides, the Nyquist plots were built and used to distinguish different contributions in the optical conductivity spectra.
For the metallic phase with a weak correlated hopping, when the transport function is dominated by the resonant peak, a strong enhancement of the Drude peak is developed. Besides, when chemical potential is placed in the vicinity of a resonant peak on transport function, a strong deviation from the Debye relaxation is observed at low frequencies, whereas at higher frequencies, a wide peak is observed on the optical conductivity, which is manifested by an additional circle on the Nyquist plots.
For larger values of correlated hopping, an effective narrowing of the band-width with a simultaneous opening of a Mott-Hubbard gap and, at the finite doping, the emergence of a band of localized states is observed giving rise to a three-band structure of DOS. Now, the shape of optical conductivity spectra depends on the placement of the Fermi level. In the Mott insulator case, when the Fermi level is placed in a gap, which is small, the Drude peak is reduced, but not removed, and the main contribution is coming from the charge-transfer peak, which is strongly distorted due to correlated hopping. With doping, the Drude peak becomes more prominent, but its spectral weight is still much smaller than for the case without correlated hopping, and additional peaks on the optical conductivity arise due to the multi-band structure of DOS. For the case of strong local correlations, the overall picture depends on the doping level. For a small doping, when the chemical potential is placed in the wide lower Hubbard band, the spectral weight of the Drude peak is large, and the obtained results are much closer to the case of the doped Mott insulator without correlated hopping, whereas for a large doping, when the chemical potential is placed in the narrow upper Hubbard band, the spectral weight of the Drude peak is strongly reduced and it is separated by a gap from the charge-transfer peak.
